Running Wild Press

Title

Amazing Price Reductions

Description

Tough Love at Mystic Tough Love at Mystic Bay by Elizabeth Sowden
Grace Haddonfield is a four-star chef with a bitter past. At
Bay by Elizabeth
Sowden
14, Grace finds herself at odds with her controlling
mother who has her kidnapped in the middle of the night
AVAILABLE APRIL 1, and taken to a boarding school for troubled teens. Grace
spends several months at Epiphany Lake Academy where
2020
she must rise through the ranks of a cult-like program.
When she realizes that the program has set her up to fail,
she attempts to escape from Epiphany Lake and winds up
somewhere even worse: Mystic Bay, a barbed-wire
facility in the Dominican Republic. Grace’s defiance
against her captors lands her in solitary confinement,
where she gets through the long hours by indulging in
vivid fantasies about food.

Reviews

Paperback
ISBN

Through
Previous
May 1, 2020
Paperback
Paperback
Price
Price
$

24.99 $

10.99

"Engaging, fun,
978-0-9977788-0- $
surprising, and a little bit 9
unsettling. We've all
flirted with obsession in
some form and the
author describes that
spiral in a way that is
eerily (but deliciously
and happily) accurate. I
really loved this book." -Cori, Five Stars
Goodreads review

11.99 $

9.99

"A shocking tale of
surviving abuse and
living with its
consequences." -KIRKUS REVIEWS

9781947041530

Buy Indie!

eBook ISBN

From March 27, 2020 through May 1, 2020

Buy ebooks from
Amazon. They are
Previous
All
ebook
ebooks doing great things
price
are .99!
during this
pandemic.
$

9.99 $

0.99 https://www.amazo
n.com/Tough-Loveat-Mystic-Bayebook/dp/B07ZWQ6
NHX/ref=sr_1_1?key
words=ebooks+toug
h+love+at+mystic+b
ay&qid=1584901832
&sr=8-1

978-0-9977788-1- $
https://www.ind 6
iebound.org/bo
ok/9780997778
809

4.99 $

0.99 https://www.amazo
n.com/Jersey-DinerSay-Youre-Onlyebook/dp/B06WV96
YQM/ref=sr_1_1?ke
ywords=ebooks+jers
ey+diner+say+you%
27re+only+for+me&
qid=1584901860&sr
=8-1

https://www.ind
iebound.org/bo
ok/9781947041
530

9781947041547

As an adult, Grace is successful but lonely and struggles to
reconcile her triumphs with the injustices she has
endured. When she meets a woman named Jess in a
Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu class, she has the chance to make the
kind of connection that's been missing from her life.
Tough Love at Mystic Bay follows Grace as she unlearns
harsh lessons and rediscovers friendship.
Jersey Diner: Say
You're Only for Me
by Lisa Kastner

Jersey Diner: Say You're Only For Me by Lisa Diane
Kastner
In 1985, twenty year old Lauren has a dead end job as a
waitress at the Oaklyn Diner. Alone and with no direction,
Lauren becomes ecstatic when the diner is chosen to be
the focal point of an upcoming movie, *Jersey Diner,*
starring Jonathan Pearce. Scouted to be a part of the local
crew, Lauren builds a relationship with Jonathan Pearce.
When filming ends she moves to California to start a new
life with Jonathan. In need of cash, she joins her friend
Lena Harlow to run Lena’s food truck and catering
business when Lauren discovers that all that she thought
was real and true are in question.
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Amazing Price Reductions

Running Wild
Running Wild Anthology of Stories: Volume 1 by Various
Anthology of Stories, This gripping collection of stories - fiction, nonfiction, and
Volume 1 by Various narrative poem - will make your imagination run wild!
Featuring stories by Sarah Smith Ducksworth, Elaine
Crauder, Luanne Smith, Keith R. Fentonmiller, Lisa
Montagne, Ann Stolinsky, A.J. O’Connell, Aimee LaBrie,
Kristan Campbell, Jack Hillman, Bill Scruggs, Joshua
Hedges, Gary Zenker. You will travel alternative planets,
run away away like teens in search of adventure, solve a
murderous mystery, come to grips with your fears, and
much more.
Running Wild
Novella Anthology
by Various

Running Wild Novella Anthology by Various
Follow these fantastic stories of revenge, timetravel, an
alternate post-"election" universe, a mysterious train
ride, and body augmentation to reinvent a woman's life.
They will take you to new worlds and amazing stories.

The Kidnapped,
The Kidnapped, Collection of Stories by Dwight L. Wilson
Collection of Stories Dwight Wilson researched for more than a dozen years to
by Dwight L. Wilson ensure this brilliant historic fiction collection portrayed
the very nuanced history of African Americans in the
United States. These stories span initial capture of
Dwight's ancestors to those who broke the laws in the
name of truth, humanity, and kindness.

From March 27, 2020 through May 1, 2020

978-0-9977788-2- $
3

14.99 $

9.99

978-0-9977788-3- $
https://www.ind 0
iebound.org/bo
ok/9780997778
823

4.99 $

0.99 https://www.amazo
n.com/Running-WildAnthology-Stories-1ebook/dp/B06VTMD
RNN/ref=sr_1_6?key
words=ebooks+runni
ng+wild+anthology+
of+stories&qid=1584
901899&sr=8-6

"Five stars for five
978-1-947041-03- $
brilliantly written stories - 5
each one taking you you
know not where, but
where you cannot resist
but to go! An anthology
that holds its high
standard all the way
through." -- Five Stars
Amazon Reviewer

19.99 $

16.99

978-1-947041-03- $
https://www.ind 5
iebound.org/bo
ok/9781947041
035

7.99 $

0.99 https://www.amazo
n.com/RunningNovella-AnthologyChrista-Millerebook/dp/B07693N
VHD/ref=sr_1_5?key
words=ebooks+runni
ng+wild+novella+ant
hology&qid=158490
2006&sr=8-5

978-1-947041-07- $
3

16.99 $

9.99

978-1-947041-08- $
https://www.ind 0
iebound.org/bo
ok/9781947041
073

7.99 $

0.99 https://www.amazo
n.com/KidnappedCollection-StoriesDwight-Wilsonebook/dp/B079CPKV
NL/ref=sr_1_1?keyw
ords=ebooks+the+ki
dnapped+wilson&qi
d=1584902168&sr=81

978-1-947041-05- $
9

19.99 $

10.99

978-1-947041-06- $
https://www.ind 6
iebound.org/bo
ok/9781947041
059

7.99 $

0.99 https://www.amazo
n.com/Running-WildAnthology-Stories-2ebook/dp/B079F248
VZ/ref=sr_1_3?keyw
ords=ebooks+runnin
g+wild+anthology+of
+stories&qid=15849
01925&sr=8-3

From the same author of
"The Resistors", this
collection is the
precursor to that
fantastic collection,
celebrated by Kirkus
Review as having,
"Memorable characters
and unique historical
details illuminate
slavery’s complex
legacy "
Running Wild
Running Wild Anthology of Stories, Volume 2 by Various Featured in swag bags
Anthology of Stories, Over twenty stories that will make your heart race, make for the 2019 Golden
Globe presenters and
Volume 2 by Various you joyful, fearful, thrilled, inspired, and horrified.
These are stories that will make your imagination run wild nominees.
featuring Gemma L. Brook, Lorna Walsh, Jasmine Wade,
Laura Nelson Selinsky, Carol Dowd-Forte, Tone Milazzo,
Julie Doherty, Tori Eldridge, Ken MacGregor, Nick
Mazzuca, Andrew Adams, Susan Helene Gottfried, Amelia
Kibbie, Lexis Parker, Rebecca House, Elan Barnehama,
Gary Zenker, Suzanne Grieco Mattaboni, Joe Nasta, Cindy
Cavett
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Running Wild Press
Best of 2017: AWP
Special Edition,
Various

Running Wild Press Best of 2017: AWP Special Edition by
Various
This collection highlights our best stories from 2017 as
defined by our readers.
You will laugh, you will wonder, and you may even gasp.
Your imagination will definitely run wild.

Amazing Price Reductions

These are the stories
978-1-947041-11- $
picked by our readers as 0
being the best of the
best of 2017

18.99 $

11.99

Featured in swag bags
for the 2019 Golden
Globe presenters and
nominees.

From March 27, 2020 through May 1, 2020

978-1-947041-12- $
https://www.ind 7
iebound.org/bo
ok/9781947041
110

0.99 $

0.99 https://www.amazo
n.com/Running-WildPress-Best-2017ebook/dp/B07D1SB4
LM/ref=sr_1_1?key
words=ebooks+runni
ng+wild+press+best+
of+2017&qid=15849
02303&sr=8-1

Featuring the stylings of AJ O’Connell • Christa Miller •
Keith Fentonmiller Lisa Diane Kastner • Elaine Crauder •
Aimee LaBrie and previewing Dwight L. Wilson

Running Wild
Novellas Anthology
Volume 2: Part 1

Running Wild Novellas Anthology Volume 2: Part 1 by
Various
In Running Wild Anthology of Novellas, Volume 2, Part 1
includes eleven stories that are trigger worthy. We're not
kidding. You'll find cannibalism, racism, sexism, death,
dismemberment, beatings, zombies, ghosts, emotional
abuse, physical abuse. For fun we threw in self
exploration and self discovery. Because it seemed to cut
through the spice and make the broth richer.

9781947041097

$

24.99 $

22.99

"An amazing collection 9781947041219
of stories by a group of
exceedingly talented
authors. Truly something
for everyone within its
pages!" -- Five Stars,
Amazon Reviewer

$

24.99 $

16.99

https://www.ind
iebound.org/bo
ok/9781947041
097

9781947041103

$

9.99 $

0.99 https://www.amazo
n.com/Running-WildNovellas-AnthologyPartebook/dp/B07GFX9
VN2/ref=sr_1_4?key
words=ebooks+runni
ng+wild+novella+ant
hology&qid=158490
2034&sr=8-4

9781947041189

$

12.99 $

0.99 https://www.amazo
n.com/Running-WildNovella-AnthologyPartebook/dp/B07H515K
NN/ref=sr_1_6?key
words=ebooks+runni
ng+wild+novella+ant
hology&qid=158490
2034&sr=8-6

In this novella collection, we feature: Randall Brown, Ben
White, Eric Lehman, Ben Slotky, Michael Washburn, Kevin
Baggett, Kristen Edenfield, Richard Westley, Jordan
Morille, Christa Miller, D. R. Blakeman

Running Wild
Novella Anthology
Volume 2: Part 2

Running Wild Novella Anthology Volume 2: Part 2 by
Various
In Part 2, a smattering of the novellas are a young
Irishman’s escapades as he experiences that the local
legend isn’t really a legend in The Washerwoman; help a
young orphan find her biological parents and unearth her
family’s secrets in Looking for Home; experience the lives
of a prisoner and his torturer in The Inquisitor; find out
what Horatio really thinks of Hamlet in Horatio; and check
out the follow up to Newly Minted Wings and salty French
Fries in You Want Me to Clean What?

https://www.ind
iebound.org/bo
ok/9781947041
219

"A lot of terrific writers
and stories in this
anthology. My favorite
was "The
Washerwoman" by C.E.
Clayton. Good reading!" - Five Stars, Amazon
Reviewer
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Build Your Music
Build Your Music Career from Scratch by Andrae
Career from Scratch Alexander
by Andrae Alexander A Step-By-Step Guide to Becoming a Successful Artist with
tactical and strategic guidance. A how-to with personal
anecdotes and experiences to reinforce the techniques
and guidance.

Frontal Matter: Glue Frontal Matter: Glue Gone Wild by Suzanne Samples
Gone Wild by
A fun, funny, and heartbreakingly real memoir of a
Suzanne Samples
woman's fight against terminal brain cancer. The writing
is honest, charming, and full of cuss words.
Suzanne Samples teaches English at Appalachian State
University in Boone, North Carolina. She was diagnosed
with a frontal lobe glioblastoma multiforme at 36. She
loves roller derby and lives on the side of a mountain with
her pets Gatsby, Prufrock, and Duffles.

9781947041196

$

19.99 $

6.99

A Best of 2019 by Kirkus 9781947041240
Reviews

$

24.99 $

9.99

$

19.99 $

6.99

$

24.99 $

15.99

"A uniquely poetic
memoir with dark humor
and profound insights." -STARRED Kirkus Review .

https://www.ind
iebound.org/bo
ok/9781947041
196

https://www.ind
iebound.org/bo
ok/9781947041
240

From March 27, 2020 through May 1, 2020

9781947041202

$

9.99 $

0.99 https://www.amazo
n.com/Build-YourMusic-CareerScratchebook/dp/B07H5VG
Z4V/ref=sr_1_5?key
words=ebooks+build
+your+music+career
+from+scratch&qid=
1584902327&sr=8-5

9781947041257

$

9.99 $

0.99 https://www.amazo
n.com/FrontalMatter-Glue-GoneWildebook/dp/B07HY27K
1X/ref=sr_1_1?keyw
ords=ebooks+frontal
+matter+glue+gone+
wild&qid=15849023
53&sr=8-1

9781947041233

$

9.99 $

0.99 https://www.amazo
n.com/Dark-CornersReuben-Tihi-Hayslettebook/dp/B07L9JP7
RW/ref=sr_1_1?key
words=ebooks+dark
+corners+reuben&qi
d=1584902376&sr=81

NA

NA

Featured in swag bags for the 2019 Golden Globe
presenters and nominees.

Dark Corners by
Reuben "Tihi"
Hayslett

Dark Corners by Reuben "Tihi" Hayslett
“It’s pleasing to see such a diverse array characters be so
presented in such a normal way. Each individual is not
presented as a token, but rather just another human
being who has some real life issues that are often
rendered invisible.” -- Wagatwe Wanjuki, feminist writer
and activist

Selected as a Best of
9781947041226
2019 by Kirkus Reviews

Running Wild Press: Running Wild Press: Best of 2018 by Various
Best of 2018 by
Our readers told us the best of the best and we listened.
Various
Dive into sand dunes, explore Europe, race across
country, feel the sting of an all-too-real-myth. And that's
just a few of the stories in this collection.

These are the stories our 9781947041264
readers selected as the
best of the best.

"A gripping collection of
yarns in which social
disadvantages take on
monstrous shapes." -Kirkus Reviews (Starred
Review)

https://www.ind
iebound.org/bo
ok/9781947041
226

https://www.ind
iebound.org/bo
ok/9781947041
264

Including stories by Lorna Walsh, Jasmine Wade, Nick
Mazzuca, Randall Brown, Lexis Parker, Amelia Kibbie, Eric
Lehman, Julie Doherty, Tori Eldridge, Daniel Uncapher, D.
Blakeman, Gary Zenker, Tone Milazzo, Gemma L. Brook,
Andrew Adams, Paige Edenfield, C.E. Clayton
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Mickey: The
Giveaway Boy by
Robert Shafer

Mickey: The Giveaway Boy by Robert Shafer
By the age of 25, Mickey’s mother had born five sons. By
the age of 30, she’d gotten rid of them all.
For nine-year-old Mickey, the early fifties were not the
Ozzie and Harriet fantasy of love and security. Instead,
they were years of abandonment, unimaginable cruelty,
and virtual slavery. This memoir reveals Mickey’s
devastating experiences of being handed off from one
abusive person to another ... all in the name of survival.

"A compelling book, that 9781947041318
is very hard to put
down! The narrator’s
voice, a nine-year old
boy at the beginning and
twelve-year old boy at
the end, is so real and
honest! ... this is a
memoir like no other.
You should read it - you
won’t forget it!" -- Five
Stars, Amazon Reviewer

$

24.99 $

9.99

The Resistors by
Dwight L. Wilson

The Resistors by Dwight L. Wilson
The Resistors is a parallel sequel to 2018’s The Kidnapped.
It focuses on blacks, whites, and Native Americans
resisting pre-Civil War oppression while attempting to
establish dignified identities. It is also in the voice of
Sarah, one of the author’s direct ancestors. She was the
daughter of Esi and Kofi two fictionalized Fante kidnapped
from West Africa in 1795. With the help of Quakers,
together with two brothers, Robin and Dan, Sarah
escaped from being enslaved in Culpeper, Virginia and
settled in Warren County, Ohio where she met and
married the Scots-Irish Quaker, Charles Ferguson. It is
imagined that Sarah was primarily educated by her father
who himself was taught reading and writing by Nathan
Prescott, his slave master, and secondarily through two
years of education at Goose Creek Friends School, a
Quaker school in Northern Virginia, renown for being
integrated prior to Nat Turner’s revolt which led to state
laws forbidding the education of people of color.

"Wilson’s (The
9781947041363
Kidnapped, 2018, etc.)
new volume of historical
fiction weaves together
24 short stories to
create a remarkable,
multihued portrait of
America." "Memorable
characters and unique
historical details
illuminate slavery’s
complex legacy." -Kirkus Reviews

$

21.99 $

9.99

https://www.ind
iebound.org/bo
ok/9781947041
318

https://www.ind
iebound.org/bo
ok/9781947041
363

From March 27, 2020 through May 1, 2020

9781947041356

$

9.99 $

0.99 https://www.amazo
n.com/MickeyGiveaway-BoyRobert-Shaferebook/dp/B07P1B6V
D2/ref=sr_1_1?keyw
ords=ebooks+micke
y+the+giveaway+boy
&qid=1584902434&s
r=8-1

9781947041370

$

9.99 $

0.99 https://www.amazo
n.com/ResistorsDwight-L-Wilsonebook/dp/B07QG6V
LYF/ref=sr_1_1?key
words=ebooks+the+
resistors+dwight+wil
son&qid=158490245
4&sr=8-1
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Open My Eyes by
T.E. Hahn

Open My Eyes by T.E. Hahn
T.E. Hahn’s debut novel “Open My Eyes” follows the story
of Eddie, who in the present day is breaking free from the
psychotropic drugs that have held him captive through
much of his young life. As he goes through the physical
symptoms of withdrawal, he reflects on key memories,
including the death of his father, his complicated
relationship with his mother, and events surrounding the
relationship with his first love and high school sweetheart,
Elizabeth.
Eddie is a broken soul, plagued by grief and unresolved
trauma regarding his father’s death and the subsequent
effect this has on the relationship he develops with his
mother, a controlling and unwell woman in her own right.
All of this plays a role in the blooming relationship with
the naïve Elizabeth and the relationship's eventual
downfall. It is this relationship, with all the passion and
excitement of first love, that takes center stage in Eddie’s
jumbled memories.

Amazing Price Reductions

$

21.99 $

8.99

"A deftly written" ...
############ $
"tale of a troubled teen’s
incarceration." -- Kirkus
Reviews.

21.99 $

15.99

"An engrossing,
9781947041288
hallucinatory
relationship story." -STARRED Kirkus Review
"Moving between
hypnotic episodes of
unreality and riveting
scenes of stark daily life,
this is a gripping and
remarkable story, both
gritty and graceful."
—Eugenia Kim, author of
The Kinship of Secrets

https://www.ind
iebound.org/bo
ok/9781947041
288

From March 27, 2020 through May 1, 2020

9781947041431

$

9.99 $

0.99 https://www.amazo
n.com/Open-MyEyes-T-Hahnebook/dp/B07VLWL
LDV/ref=sr_1_1?key
words=ebooks+open
+my+eyes+hahn&qi
d=1584902479&sr=81

9781947041424

$

9.99 $

0.99 https://www.amazo
n.com/ChristineReleased-Ea-Burkeebook/dp/B07VQ4T
59M/ref=sr_1_1?key
words=ebooks+chris
tine+released&qid=1
584902501&sr=8-1

As Eddie’s withdrawal symptoms thrust him deeper into a
surreal state and memory and fantasy begin to blur
together, Elizabeth becomes the light that guides Eddie
through his complicated past and hopefully into a more
hopeful future, if he can only open his eyes to see it.
Christine, Released
by E.a. Burke

Christine, Released by E.a. Burke
This engaging, heart wrenching story of a young woman
lost in a society that's not built for her family nor her life,
Christine's story will keep you at the edge of your seat
and leave you with feelings of hope, relief, and awe.

https://www.ind
iebound.org/bo
ok/9781947041
271
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Running Wild
Running Wild Anthology of Stories, Volume 3 by Various
Anthology of Stories, An eclectic collection of stories that will keep you turning
the page. With stories that span styles, genres, and
Volume 3
voices. Each one will keep you engaged.
Edited by Cecile Sarruf, the authors include Hailey Piper,
Dawn DeAnna Wilson, Magaly Garcia, Susan Breall, VT
Dorchester, Susan Breall, Robert Allen Lupton, Paul
Attmore, Anthony Peters, Andrew Adams, Monique
Gagnon German, Jason Zeitler, Gemma L. Brook, Audra
Supplee, Lorna Walsh, Debby Huvaere, Desiree Kannel,
Molly Byrne, Jenn Powers, Gary Kidney, Sarah Kaminski,
Ed Burke, Anastasia Jill, Abdullah Aljumah.

Amazing Price Reductions

$

21.99 $

9.99

9781947041325

$

21.99 $

10.99

Supplee is kind but
9781947041295
unflinching, honest but
empathetic in this
beautifully told story of
two damaged souls
surrounded by wellmeaning family
members who just want
them to regain normal.
For this unlikely pair, a
man and a child, normal
is personal and requires
a detour to a place that
exists only in their
imaginations. Supplee’s
voice is original,
unmistakable, and
deeply human.—Adrian
Fogelin, author of nine
titles for middle grade
readers including,
Crossing Jordan

$

34.99 $

22.99

"“Running wild” is
9781947041301
actually a pretty
accurate description of
these stories as a whole.
Each one took my
imagination somewhere
different and unique.
The cool thing with
anthologies is that
stories of different
genres or stories that
don’t fit well into a
single genre can
comfortably find a home
together. They can take
you on a crazy tour
through all different
worlds and still leave
you satisfied." -Goodreads Reviewer

Legendary by Amelia Legendary by Amelia Kibbie
"A rousing story of love
Kibbie
In the time of Queen Elizabeth II's inauguration, a young and sacrifice." -- Kirkus
gay couple has to hide their relationship from the world Reviews
around them or be jailed, or worse. At the same time, a
dear friend dies and they resign to find out the truth of his
mysterious death.

Running Wild
Novella Anthology,
Volume 3 Book 1 by
Various

Running Wild Novella Anthology, Volume 3 Book 1 by
Various
The Astral Plane by Kate Aldridge
Template for a Story of Food, Sex & (Improbable)
Restitution by Joe Davies
The Twenty and One Nights by Barbara de la Cuesta
The Mountain by Taylor Denton
The Not-So-Chinese Wedding by Dorie LaRue
The Patriot by Timothy P. Lynch
It May Have Been a Dream, It Might Just Be My Life by
Kate Macdonald
Resurrection Blues and Queen of Sheba by Christa M.
Miller
Sweet Gulf by C. R. Resetarits
I Was a Teenage Popstar and I Lost It All by Sean M.
Smith
Broken Soul to Broken Soul by Audra Supplee
All Right, Be Safe by Talia Tucker
What the Blood Tells You to Be by Kami D. Westhoff
Triggerfish 1-2 by Ben B. White
Thirty Seconds to Kill by Peter A Wright

https://www.ind
iebound.org/bo
ok/9781947041
301

https://www.ind
iebound.org/bo
ok/9781947041
325

https://www.ind
iebound.org/bo
ok/9781947041
295

From March 27, 2020 through May 1, 2020

9781947041387

$

9.99 $

0.99 https://www.amazo
n.com/Running-WildAnthology-Stories-3ebook/dp/B07WBVG
5P7/ref=sr_1_2?key
words=ebooks+runni
ng+wild+anthology+
of+stories&qid=1584
901925&sr=8-2

9781947041448

$

9.99 $

0.99 https://www.amazo
n.com/LegendaryAmelia-Kibbieebook/dp/B07WC2Y
YHL/ref=sr_1_1?key
words=ebooks+lege
ndary+kibbie&qid=1
584902526&sr=8-1

9781947041394

$

19.99 $

0.99 https://www.amazo
n.com/Running-WildNovella-AnthologyBookebook/dp/B07WCL8
RM6/ref=sr_1_7?key
words=ebooks+runni
ng+wild+novella+ant
hology&qid=158490
2034&sr=8-7
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Running Wild
Novella Anthology,
Volume 3 Book 2 by
Various

Running Wild Novella Anthology, Volume 3 Book 2 by
Various
Our editor declared these novellas the best of the best
among this collection. If you must only pick up one book
of this volume, then this is the one to choose. Although,
in all fairness, they are all pretty amazing. Don't choose.
Get them all.

Running Wild
Novella Anthology,
Volume 3, Book 3 by
Various

Running Wild Novella Anthology, Volume 3, Book 3 by
Various
Before you pick up Book 3, please tell us you've already
read Book 1 and Book 2. Yes? Good. No? No. Why not?
They will only make you feel like you've never felt before.
Introduce you to worlds you never knew existed. And
make you more joyful than you thought possible. Why?
Because these are great stories and great writing that
simply do not fit neatly in a box.

Amazing Price Reductions

"A collection that
delivers a strange and
ultimately satisfying
ride." -- Kirkus Reviews

9781947041400

$

24.99 $

12.99

9781947041455

$

24.99 $

19.99

https://www.ind
iebound.org/bo
ok/9781947041
400

https://www.ind
iebound.org/bo
ok/9781947041
455

From March 27, 2020 through May 1, 2020

9781947041417

$

9.99 $

9781947041462

$

9.99 $

Page 8 of 8

0.99 https://www.amazo
n.com/Running-WildNovella-AnthologyBookebook/dp/B07WHH
BF58/ref=sr_1_3?ke
ywords=ebooks+run
ning+wild+novella+a
nthology&qid=15849
02034&sr=8-3
0.99 https://www.amazo
n.com/Running-WildNovella-AnthologyBookebook/dp/B07WGJH
VC8/ref=sr_1_1?key
words=ebooks+runni
ng+wild+novella+ant
hology&qid=158490
2034&sr=8-1

